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How do I create a scan for EMA 50/EMA 100/EMA 200 Moving
Crossovers

I am new to Stockcharts, and interested in setting up a scan to to find all the stocks that cross over during it EMA 50,

EMA 100, EMA 200 Day average. Thank you.

average  moving  triple  crossover

I'm not sure if you mean the close crosses over the EMA or the the EMAs cross each other. If you mean the EMAs

cross, see the link in Trad_to_Live's answer. If you mean the close crosses above or below and EMA, then:

// limit results to a built in group or your own favorites or by price or volume

[group is sp500] and

// then scan for close "crosses above" an ema

[close x ema(50, close)]

For "cross below", reverse the terms

[group is sp500] and

[ema(50, close) x close]

If you want to scan for stocks that crossed above ANY of the your selected EMAs all in one scan, you need the "or"

operator and some extra brackets around the "or conditions":

[group is sp500] and

[[close x sma(50, close)] or

[close x sma(100, close)] or

[close x sma(200, close)]]

Notice the double brackets at the start of line 2 [[ and at the end of line 4 ]]. You need those or you will get all the

members of the sp500, plus everything outside the sp500 (or your chosen limits) that fits any of the "or" conditions.

Review this post for ideas.

http://scan.stockcharts.com/questions/1343/how-do-i-write-a-scan-when-two-moving-averages-have-crossed
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I had forgotten about the crosses operator. That is a lot easier than writing a bunch of comparisons (yesterday below AND

today above, ...)

http://support.stockcharts.com/entries/21297-advanced-scan-workbench-user-documentation
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Hope this helps

Peace....Trade_to_Live
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